[Does a high inspired oxygen concentration consistently play a key role in developing combustion in the airway during fiberoptic bronchoscopy guided laser treatment?--A case of firing in the airway under total intravenous anesthesia].
We experienced combustion of a fiberoptic bronchoscope and an endotracheal tube, as well as tracheo-bronchial burn during a diode laser treatment in a hypoxemic patient requiring continuous oxygen administration. Total intravenous anesthesia and a high concentration of inspired oxygen (FIO2 0.60) were used for the procedure. The complication occurred abruptly at the beginning of the second treatment after the first uneventful 15 min treatment. Several reports suggest that laser treatment can be performed even under FIO2 1.0 without firing in the airway, and a high FIO2 itself would not consistently play a key role in developing combustion in the airway, even though combustion is more vigorous when a higher FIO2 is used. Based on our experience and reports of firing in the airway during laser treatment, the following recommendations are presented. The laser treatment should be done (1) at the FIO2 just enough to maintain adequate oxygenation in each individual patient, (2) at the greatest possible distance between a bronchoscope and an endotracheal tube, and (3) after removing small pieces of carbonized tissues produced by each laser treatment.